
THE BEGINNING:
What you want your support worker to know about you

STEP 1: YOUR GOAL STEP 2: YOUR WORDS STEP 3: PLANNING YOUR VIDEO
Write the things you want your support 
worker to know about you 
For example, I need extra time to think

Write the words you will say on your video about this
For example, When you ask me a question, I need time to think about the answer. 
Please be quiet while I think of my answer

Choose one of these things that people will see in your video
If you choose filmed action, write what you need to film. 
If you choose photo, write what you need to take a photo of. 

1. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera                

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

2. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera               

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

3. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera               

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

If yes, then this idea will take up the biggest time on 
your video. It is the most important to you.

Is this  
your  
goal?

YOUR VIDEO PLAN 



THE MIDDLE:
How your support worker can support you to do something

STEP 1: YOUR GOAL STEP 2: YOUR WORDS STEP 3: PLANNING YOUR VIDEO
Write the thing you want your support 
worker to support you to do here:

Write the words you will say on your video about this Choose one of these things that people will see in your video
If you choose filmed action, write what you need to film. 
If you choose photo, write what you need to take a photo of. 

 
Write the steps your support worker  
should do below:

1.

☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera               

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

2. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera               

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

3. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera               

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

If yes, then this idea will take up the biggest time on 
your video. It is the most important to you.

Is this  
your  
goal?

YOUR VIDEO PLAN 



THE MIDDLE: (CONTINUED)
How your support worker can support you to do something

STEP 1: YOUR GOAL STEP 2: YOUR WORDS STEP 3: PLANNING YOUR VIDEO
Write the steps your support  
worker should do 

Write the words you will say on  
your video about this  

Choose one of these things that people will see in your video
If you choose filmed action, write what you need to film. 
If you choose photo, write what you need to take a photo of. 

4. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera               

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

5. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera               

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

6. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera               

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

If yes, then this idea will take up the biggest time on 
your video. It is the most important to you.

Is this  
your  
goal?

YOUR VIDEO PLAN 



THE END:
How the support worker should act with you

STEP 1: YOUR GOAL STEP 2: YOUR WORDS STEP 3: PLANNING YOUR VIDEO
Write the things you like your support 
worker to say or do or act like 

Write the words you will say on  
your video about this

Choose one of these things that people will see in your video
If you choose filmed action, write what you need to film. 
If you choose photo, write what you need to take a photo of. 

1. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera             

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

2. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera              

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

3. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera              

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

If yes, then this idea will take up the biggest time on 
your video. It is the most important to you.

Is this  
your  
goal?

YOUR VIDEO PLAN 



THE END: (CONTINUED)
How the support worker should act with you

STEP 1: YOUR GOAL STEP 2: YOUR WORDS STEP 3: PLANNING YOUR VIDEO
Write the things you do not like your 
support worker to say or do or act like 

Write the words you will say on  
your video about this

Choose one of these things that people will see in your video
If you choose filmed action, write what you need to film. 
If you choose photo, write what you need to take a photo of. 

1. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera             

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

2. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera             

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

3. ☐   Filmed action or thing:

☐   Photo of:

☐    Talking to the camera              

☐ Me talking    ☐ Someone else talking

YOUR VIDEO PLAN 
If yes, then this idea will take up the biggest time on 
your video. It is the most important to you.

Is this  
your  
goal?
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